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We are a contemporary homeware design studio, 
based on the tropical island of Bali. We source all of 
our materials locally and work with artisans from 
across Indonesia to develop carefully crafted products 

for homes and businesses around the world.

Our house style combines both iconic and new designs, 
all created by the Studio Bali core team, and among 
them includes renowned architects, interior specialists 
and e-commerce experts. We also collaborate with 
upcoming and well-known creatives across various 
industries to produce unique and exclusive collections.

The Studio Bali brand always strives to create premium 
products, made with high standards of design know-
how and craftsmanship, at an affordable selling point. 
We support local communities and eco-systems in 
Indonesia by keeping things local and striving to use 
sustainable materials and production methods as 

much as possible.
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adem
S E R I E S

Adem means cool and refreshing, as a bathroom should be a place to rest and 
recharge for you. This Adem collection is designed to create a spa-like feeling 
in your bathroom. Handcrafted with teak wood, this collection transforms 
your bathroom into a calming retreat. With our Adem collection to organise 
your needs, your place to unwind will be clean and clutter-free.

STUDIO BALI

bathmat

Beautiful Adem teak shower mat to add spa feel in your bathroom.Our shower 
mat is made of solid teak wood construction and offer minimalist style and 
versatile aesthetic is both functional and reserved. Water ressistant perfect 
for indoor and outdoor shower.

40 x 60 x 4 cm / 15.8 x 23.6 x 1.6 in

material: teak

SB-002

SB-034

adem  SERIES

caddy shower

Adem teak shower organizer stand hangs on your 
shower head or hook and is designed to hold all of 
your accessories.With a convenient size, allowing 
plenty of room for bath products while still 
comfortably fitting in almost any shower. Made 
from teak wood is naturally water resistant and 
will not corrode. Handcrafted and made to last 
that make you love your teak shower organizer.

material: teak

61 x 30.5 x 13 cm
24.0 x 12.0 x 5.1 in
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adem  SERIESSTUDIO BALI

teak corner shelf  large

teak corner shelf  medium

Beautiful Adem teak corner stool is a great item for save spacing and was 
made to fit perfectly into your shower corner.Full solid teak wood construction. 
Minimalist style and versatile aesthetic is both functional and reserved.The 
adjustable rubber padded feet ensure safety and stability on wet tile.

Adem teak shower stool with shelf. Full solid teak 
wood construction. Minimalist style and versatile 
aesthetic is both functional and reserved.The 
adjustable rubber padded feet ensure safety and 
stability on wet tile when used as a teak shower 
stool, but the beautiful design allows for this teak 
bench to seamlessly integrate in any décor.

material: teak

material: teak

30 x 30 x 42 cm /

30 x 30 x 42 cm

11.8 x 11.8 x 16.5 in

11.8 x 11.8 x 16.5 in

teak shower bench  long

teak shower bench  short

Teak shower bench with shelf. Full solid 
teak wood construction. Minimalist 
style and versatile aesthetic is both 
functional and reserved.The adjustable 
rubber padded feet ensure safety and 
stability on wet tile when used as a teak 
shower stool, but the beautiful design 
allows for this teak bench to seamlessly 
integrate in any décor.

Beautiful Adem teak corner stool is a great item for save 
spacing and was made to fit perfectly into your shower corner.
Full solid teak wood construction. Minimalist style and versatile 
aesthetic is both functional and reserved.The adjustable rubber 
padded feet ensure safety and stability on wet tile.

30 x 30 x 42 cm

45 x 25 x 42 cm

material: teak

material: teak11.8 x 11.8 x 16.5 in

17.7 x 9.9 x 16.5 in

SB-005

SB-003 SB-004

SB-001
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A versatile piece, this Baik bench looks good for any room 
in your house - in front of sofa in living room or at the foot 
of your bed. Crafted from sturdy and solid teak wood, our 
Baik bench presents a beautiful design that makes a great 
addition to your house. It also features rattan weaving that 
gives the furniture a warm and natural look.

head board

bench

Simple yet sophisticated, our Baik 
headboard comes in a long rectangular 
shape with strong rattan frame and 
intricate weaving. The hand-bent 
rattan frame creates a sleek profile for 
an understated style. With its textured 
lines and beautiful neutral color, Baik 
headboard is one-of-a-kind and simply 
beautiful for your bedroom.

53.75 x 139.5 x 5 cm

material: rattan

21.2 x 55.0 x 2.0 in

material: rattan

120 x 35 x 42 cm / 47.3 x 13.8 x 16.5 in

baik  SERIES

baik
S E R I E S

Baik means good and lovely; this 
Baik collection is designed as a 
lovely component to your room. Baik 
collection makes your room not only 
comfortable but also a pleasant 
place to start and end your day. 
Crafted with rattan and teakwood, 
this collection combines a charming 
appearance with an organic feeling. 
Explore Baik collection to get your 
timeless, functional and stylish 
piece that gives natural warmth to 
your room.

SB-082

SB-079
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dinning chair  natural

Our rattan dining chair exudes a traditional 
craftmanship of natural materials, transformed 
in a modern form with its straight teak wood 
frame. Its rattan backrest and seat adds a chic 
but elegant look to the design. Available in black 
and natural color.

material: teak

STUDIO BALI

86 x 51 x 43 cm

dinning chair  black

Our rattan dining chair exudes a 
traditional craftmanship of natural 
materials, transformed in a modern 
form with its straight teak wood frame. 
Its rattan backrest and seat adds a chic 
but elegant look to the design. Available 
in black and natural color.

86 x 51 x 43 cm

material: rattan

33.9 x 20.1 x 16.9 in

baik  SERIES

Our Baik side table is crafted from sturdy solid 
Teak wood frame lined with rattan on the inside 
to create the minimalist look. This side table 
provides 2 shelves storage space for your things. 
Perfect by the bed side, sofa, or in an empty corner 
as an easy display with natural, beautiful look! 32 x 27 x 62 cm

12.6 x 10.6 x 24.4 in

side table material: rattan

33.9 x 20.1 x 16.9 in

SB-075

SB-075

SB-074
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bening
S E R I E S

Bening means clear, this Bening mirror collection is designed to 
give an elegant accent to your room. Create a sense of space while 
giving a warm touch to your room with our Bening mirror collection. 
With handwoven rattan frame, our mirror adds natural texture to 
your home. Explore Bening collection with its organic feel and clean 
design that adds a touch of charm into any room.

The triple rattan frame gives Bening hanging mirror a distinct, natural 
look and unexpected dimension to the wall. The soft shapes and natural 
color create a cosy feeling. Hang it on its own or together with paintings 
or other mirror to give your home a warm, natural touch.

hanging mirror

material: rattan

material: rattan

45 x 2 x 62 cm

29 x 2 x 52 cm

/

/

17.7 x 0.8 x 24.4 in

11.4 x 0.8 x 20.5 in

bening  SERIES

oval mirror

Bening oval mirror is a simple but beautiful piece 
to hang on your wall, both on its own or with other 
wall decorations. This bening oval mirror has 
natural rattan frame that exudes simplicity and 
elegance. Its oval shape gives an alternative to 
the standard round mirror.

SB-070

SB-069
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round mirror
The triple rattan frame gives 
Bening mirror a unique character 
and dimension to the wall. The soft 
shapes and natural color create a 
cosy feeling. This round mirror is a 
beautiful accent to any room you 
like. Bening round mirror can be used 
hanging or standing to fit in the 
space.

52 x 5.5 x 62 cm

material: rattan

20.5 x 2.2 x 24.4 in

SB-071
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ceria
S E R I E S

Ceria means cheerful, as the pieces in our Ceria collection has playful and 
fresh design. With its stunning sculptural rattan shape, our Ceria collection 
adds a beautiful touch to your room. The one thing that strikes out the most 
from this collection is the stunning, organic shape of the handbent rattan 
that showcases excellent craftmanship. Ceria natural rattan collection 
offers a pleasant, organic pieces that suits the look of any room.

Ceria dog bed offers a comfortable yet adorable 
place for your pet to rest. Made from durable 
natural rattan and individually handwoven with 
simple and modern design. Each bed is simply 
one-of-a-kind as they’re carefully handcrafted by 
artisans. Available in medium and large size.

dog bed size l

material: rattan

material: rattan

100 x 55 x 55 cm / 39.4 x 21.7 x 21.7 in

ceria  SERIES

dog bed size m

Ceria dog bed offers a comfortable yet adorable 
place for your pet to rest. Made from durable 
natural rattan and individually handwoven with 
simple and modern design. Each bed is simply 
one-of-a-kind as they’re carefully handcrafted by 
artisans. Available in medium and large size.

79 x 42 x 42 cm
31.1 x 16.5 x 16.5 in

SB-060

SB-134
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kids chair

This Ceria kids chair is crafted from sturdy yet lightweight rattan, so it’s easy 
to move around. The sturdy frame features a slight lean for comfort and the 
hand-bent silhouette imparts the natural beauty of rattan. Sized just right 
for your little ones, our Ceria kids chair is right at home in any decor. A perfect 
match for our Ceria kids table.material: rattan

40 x 60 x 4 cm / 22.1 x 22.1 x 13.8 in

kids table

The Ceria kids table is lightweight and easy to 
move around. Made from hand-bent rattan, this 
table gives warmth and relaxed feel to the room. 
Sized just right for your little ones, our Ceria kids 
table is right at home in any decor. This Ceria kids 
table is definitely the perfect complement for 
Ceria kids chair (or any other chair!)

material: rattan

50 x 50 x 45 cm
19.7 x 19.7 x 17.7 in

STUDIO BALI

magazine holder  dark green

Made from hand-bent rattan frame, 
this Ceria magazine holder looks 
timeless yet stylish. A perfect space-
saving solution, this sturdy magazine 
holder keeps your magazine, books, and 
newspaper organized and easy to find. 
Its black color exudes a modern vibe and 
contemporary look to elevate your room 
decor.

49 x 28 x 46 cm

material: rattan

19.3 x 11.0 x 18.1 in

magazine holder  natural

Made of hand-bent rattan frame, this Ceria magazine holder looks timeless 
yet stylish. A perfect space-saving solution, this sturdy magazine holder 
keeps your magazine, books, and newspaper organized and easy to find. Its 
natural color gives of a warm and cosy feeling to any room you like.

49 x 28 x 46 cm

material: rattan

19.3 x 11.0 x 18.1 in

ceria  SERIES

SB-065

SB-066

SB-067

SB-068
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An elegant approach to storage, this Ceria rattan 
storage box is designed with strong rattan frame 
and intricate rattan weaving. Perfect for any 
room wherever you place them, this box is a pretty 
way of storing your things. An alternative to 
plastic storage box, this Ceria rattan storage box 
is functional and versatile while looking beautiful 
in any decor style.

storage box

material: rattan

40 x 60 x 4 cm / 15.8 x 23.6 x 1.6 in

STUDIO BALI

SB-063
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cinta
S E R I E S

Cinta means love; this 
collection is designed to 
give your house warmth 
and serenity. Crafted from 
natural rattan, this Cinta 
collection adds a calming 
touch to your room with its 
mild color and natural feel. If 
you’re dreaming of a bright 
home that’s filled with warm 
and elegant pieces, Cinta 
collection is for you. Relax and 
enjoy your time with our Cinta 
collection without having to 
worry about its quality and 
durability.

console table

Our Cinta collection is simple yet stylish rattan furniture. With the rattan 
that brings warmth to every room, the console table is a perfect addition to 
any room. The sturdy nature of rattan and spacious shelves makes it perfect 
to store your books, magazines, cups, potted plants, or any of your favorite 
items to display. A combination of rattan and webbed rattan adds a unique 
style and shape to the look.

111 x 40 x 79 cm / 43.7 x 15.8 x 31.1 in

material: rattan

cinta  SERIES

high cabinet

Our Cinta Collection is simple yet stylish rattan furniture. With the rattan 
that brings warmth to every room, the open cabinet style is a perfect addition 
to your living room or dining room. The sturdy nature of rattan and spacious 
shelves makes it perfect to store your personal favorite items.

material: rattan

67 x 38 x 131 cm / 26.4 x 15.0 x 51.6 in

SB-028

SB-024
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bench

Our Cinta Collection is simple yet stylish rattan 
furniture. With the rattan that brings warmth to 
every room, this bench is a perfect addition to your 
outdoor or hallway, or dining room.

material: rattan

lamp

Cinta rattan lamp is the handcrafted with natural rattan in an 
airy, hexagonal weave that lets light shine through its curve. 
The natural color gives it casual but elegant look. Perfect as 
bedside lampshade, over a kitchen island or a dining table, in a 
nursery, entry hall or over a patio.

36 x 36 x 64 cm

material: rattan

14.2 x 14.2 x 25.2 in

STUDIO BALI

120 x 45 x 43 cm / 47.3 x 17.7 x 16.9 in

room partition

This Cinta room partition can define different areas in 
your home while at the same add an accent to the room. 
The three panels are made with durable rattan frame and 
rattan weaving to achieve natural texture and tone. The 
rattan weaving lets us create a space while still letting the 
light in.

cinta  SERIES

material: rattan

50 x 4 x 181 cm / 19.7 x 1.6 x 71.3 in

headboard
Our Cinta Collection is simple yet stylish 
rattan furniture. With emphasize 
in modern and simple design, the 
oval headboard is handcrafted from 
Indonesian rattan. Perfect fits for your 
bed. 

56 x 165 x 3 cm

material: rattan

19.7 x 65.0 x 1.2 in

SB-081

SB-133

SB-078

SB-029
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rattan side table
Our Cinta Collection is simple yet stylish 
rattan furniture. With the rattan that 
brings warmth to every room, this side 
table is a perfect addition to your living 
room and bedroom. The sturdy nature 
of rattan makes it perfect to store your 
books, magazines, cups, and other stuff. 
This side table pairs perfectly with our 
rattan furniture collections.

38 x 41 x 49 cm

material: rattan

15.0 x 16.2 x 19.3 in

side table

Our Cinta Collection is simple yet stylish rattan furniture. With 
the rattan that brings warmth to every room, this side table is a 
perfect addition to your living room or bedroom. The sturdy nature 
of rattan makes it perfect to store your books, magazines, cups, 
or even a potted plant. Hairpin-like legs paired with a classic 
webbed rattan tabletop add unique style and shape to the look.

material: rattan

40 x 60 x 4 cm / 15.8 x 23.6 x 1.6 in SB-061

SB-080
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kasih
S E R I E S

Kasih means love and affection; as how we want to give a touch of beauty 
and comfort to your rooms. Combining the warm look of natural rattan and 
organic feels from its shape, our Kasih collection is graceful and inviting. Each 
piece from Kasih collection is unique in every way, each weaved individually 
and with timeless natural colour. 

Create an atmosphere in the room with a little help from the pieces from 
Kasih collection.

A stunning one-of-a-kind design, our Kasih dining 
chair is made of solid teak wood and beautiful 
rattan weaving which display subtle texture 
variations. With its neutral color, Kasih dining 
chair presents a serene look to your dining room.

chair with arm

material: teak

material: teak

80 x 50 x 50 cm / 31.5 x 19.7 x 19.7 in

kasih  SERIES

chair with arm  black

A stunning one-of-a-kind design, our Kasih dining 
chair is made of solid teak wood and beautiful 
rattan weaving which display subtle texture 
variations. With its neutral color, Kasih dining 
chair presents a serene look to your dining room.

80 x 50 x 50 cm
31.5 x 19.7 x 19.7 in

SB-022

SB-022
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We’re excited to introduce you Kasih Collection. Our cabinet 
2 doors in this collection is handcrafted from sustainable 
teak wood paired with stylish webbed rattan panels and 
brass handles. Resting on strong and sturdy brass legs. This 
piece of collection has plenty of room to store your stuff.

cabinet 2 doors

material: rattan

100 x 46 x 74 cm / 39.4 x 18.1 x 29.2 in

cabinet 3 door
We our excited to introduce you Kasih 
Collection. Our cabinet 3 doors in 
this collection is handcrafted from 
sustainable teak wood paired with 
stylish webbed rattan panels and brass 
handles. Resting on strong and sturdy 
brass legs. This cabinet has spacious 
shelves inside, plenty of storage. Place 
stylish lighting and decoration on the 
top. It is versatile style makes a perfect 
addition to your living room or dining 
room.

150 x 46 x 74 cm

material: rattan

59.1 x 18.1 x 29.2 in

SB-125

SB-077
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STUDIO BALI kilau  SERIES

kilau
S E R I E S

Kilau means luster, as the pieces from our Kilau collection are made of metal 
with reflective surface like brass and copper. Functional and beautiful at the 
same time, each piece in Kilau collection is a conversational piece. The surface of 
Kilau pieces reflect light that catch the eye, helping them stand out in any decor. 
Explore our range of functional but decorative pieces that can really take your 
interior to the next level. 

STUDIO BALI

brass hanging lamp
With durable brass and timeless design, 
this Kilau hanging lamp will light your 
room for a long time. Its shade spreads 
warm, radiant light throughout your 
space while its rustic design complement 
your decor. The simple and clean design 
gives Kilau lamp a modern edge, just the 
accent your room needs.

40 x 40 x 15 cm

material: brass & copper

15.8 x 15.8 x 5.9 in

A classic-look Kilau mirror that can be hang or placed on the floor, 
depending on your preference and what best fits your space. With gently 
curved corners and brass finish, Kilau mirror brings an elevated, modern 
look to any room. This is more than a mirror, it’s a statement that brings a 
chic touch to your home.

oval mirror

material: brass & copper

30 x 90 x 2.5 cm / 11.8 x 35.5 x 1.0 in

SB-050

SB-057
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copper bowl

A perfect touch for the modern dining 
set up. This copper bowl set can be used 
as a centerpiece for decor, or a stylish 
and functional bowl. Our copper bowl 
features textured interior and exterior 
in different colors, making it distinctive, 
one-of-a-kind, and functional at the 
same time.

40 x 60 x 4 cm

material: brass & copper

set of three

15.8 x 23.6 x 1.6 in

STUDIO BALI kilau  SERIESSTUDIO BALI

kitchen basin
A beautifully-shaped basin with a 
hammered and glossy surface. Offering 
a lavish aesthetic, this piece adds 
vibrance to any kitchen. With a stain-
resistance surface and glistening finish, 
this basin has a sturdy fixture that is 
easily maintained.

60 x 40 x 15 cm

material: brass & copper

23.6 x 15.8 x 5.9 in

material: brass & coppercopper pendant lamp

Kilau copper lamp has patterned shade and it creates beautiful, 
decorative light patterns. Made of copper, this Kilau lamp is 
also durable and strong. The patterned shade allows light to 
filter in every direction while the black copper shade creates a 
contrasting look, enhancing your space. Its design and shape 
stands out wherever you mount this lamp. 22 x 22 x 40 cm

8.7 x 8.7 x 15.8 in

With modern design, Kilau brass mirror features a sleek design and a 
unique brass finish. Its contemporary look turn this simple mirror into a 
wall art. Hang it on the wall or standing to fit in the space. Fresh, modern, 
and versatile piece that can be placed almost anywhere.

round mirror

material: brass & copper

60 x 60 x 5 cm / 23.6 x 23.6 x 2.0 in SB-056

SB-058

SB-052

SB-132
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This Kilau outdoor lamp can be mounted along a walkway to illuminate 
your outdoor areas. With a soft but radiant glow, this Kilau outdoor lamp 
will be a pretty touch to any outdoor areas. Its elegant design makes this 
accent piece a beautiful sculpture during the day and a bright statement 
piece at night.

outdoor lamp

material: brass & copper

40 x 60 x 4 cm / 15.8 x 23.6 x 1.6 in

pots

dome pendant lamp

Crafted from sturdy metal for durability 
and lasting use, this hammered pot 
features an oval-shaped design with 
a flat base. The rosegold-toned color 
adds liveliness and shine to any corner. 
The hammered finish is a perfect accent 
to empasize elegance of the pot.

Kilau pendant lamp is a combination 
of minimalism and contemporary look. 
The shade provides directional light over 
your table and spreads diffused light 
into the room. A wide shade creates 
a classic look in your room while its 
industrial color and design create a 
warm, romantic ambience.

25 x 25 x 15 cm

40 x 40 x 18 cm

material: brass & copper

material: brass & copper

9.9 x 9.9 x 5.9 in

15.8 x 15.8 x 7.1 in

SB-055

SB-059

SB-053

kilau  SERIES
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kuat
S E R I E S

Kuat means strong, this collection is designed with excellent 
craftsmanship and high-quality material. With intricate details, each 
piece from this collection adds sophisticated beauty to any decor. 
Made of natural rattan, this collection gives a perfect natural highlight 
to the room. Liven up your room with our thoughtfully-designed Kuat 
pieces.

high cabinet

Kuat linear high cabinet is perfect to showcase your personal favorite items 
and as a bookshelf or even home bar. Modern and clean design with plenty of 
room to store.

The cabinet is handcrafted using rattan from Indonesia.

material: rattan

80 x 40 x 100 cm / 31.5 x 15.8 x 39.4 in

kuat  SERIES

SB-054

SB-026

kitchen basin
A unique basin that adds a creative 
appeal to your kitchen. This sink makes 
a big design statement by standing 
out, it has different beautiful interior 
and exterior colors. Made with quality 
materials and great manufacturing 
techniques, this basin is both durable 
and functional.

40 x 60 x 4 cm

material: brass & copper

15.8 x 23.6 x 1.6 in
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lamp
Kuat rattan lamp has a minimalist and 
elegant look. Handcrafted with natural 
rattan, this lamp features beautiful 
rattan structure with twining-weaving 
as an accent to this natural lamp. Not 
only beautiful, this rattan lamp also 
gives warmth to your space. Perfect 
as bedside lampshade, over a kitchen 
island or a dining table, in a nursery, 
entry hall or over a patio.

40 x 60 x 4 cm

material: rattan

15.8 x 23.6 x 1.6 in

kuat  SERIESSTUDIO BALI

SB-014
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nyaman
S E R I E S

Nyaman means comfortable, one of the most important factors to 
take into account when choosing any furniture piece. Our Nyaman 
collection is designed to give you comfort and ease, especially 
after a long day at work. A mix of organic shape and warm color 
rattan creates a welcoming piece for any room. Explore our nyaman 
collection to complete your space for relaxing moments that 
improves your well-being.

nyaman  SERIES

lamp
Nyaman rattan lamp is beautifully hand 
woven in an hexagonal weave that gives 
it a relaxed, inviting look. Its natural 
color gives a soft, natural accent to any 
room. Perfect as bedside lampshade, 
over a kitchen island or a dining table, in 
a nursery, entry hall or over a patio.

41 x 41 x 27 cm

material: rattan

16.2 x 16.2 x 10.6 in

lounge chair

With the intricate rattan weaving, our Nyaman chair adds 
a touch of distinctive style to your living room with its unique 
design. It has strong and sturdy Teak wood frame so you don’t 
have to worry about its durability. This low-seat profile Nyaman 
chair is topped with a beautiful cushion for additional comfort.

material: rattan

76 x 65 x 80 cm / 29.9 x 25.6 x 31.5 in

SB-013

SB-023
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side table

Give your home a relaxed, warm vibe with our Nyaman side 
table. This table provides compartment for storage. Simple 
round table with sculptural rattan frame that gives minimalistic 
straight line patterns. Nyaman side table is perfect by the bed 
side or by the sofa in the living room. It is also lightweight and 
you can easily move it wherever you like.material: rattan

40 x 40 x 46 cm / 15.8 x 15.8 x 18.1 instool in black

Effortlessly chic rattan stool in black and natural color, our 
Nyaman stool is a modern take on classic stool design. The 
sturdy rattan frame is bent into shape, making it great as a 
stool and also as a side table by your bed or sofa. Nyaman stool 
has a compact frame that makes it great for smaller spaces too.

Effortlessly chic rattan stool in black and natural 
color, our Nyaman stool is a modern take on 
classic stool design. The sturdy rattan frame is 
bent into shape, making it great as a stool and 
also as a side table by your bed or sofa. Nyaman 
stool has a compact frame that makes it great for 
smaller spaces too.

stool in natural

material: rattan

material: rattan

56 x 33 x 43 cm

56 x 33 x 43 cm

/

/

22.1 x 13.0 x 16.9 in

22.1 x 13.0 x 16.9 in

SB-073 SB-072

SB-073
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cahaya sinarS E R I E S S E R I E S

Cahaya rattan lamp has a natural and versatile 
design which makes it ideal for any home decor, 
from coastal to boho and rustic. Made entirely with 
rattan, its shade features vertical rattan structure 
with the black shade wicker at the bottom which 
gives perfect accent to the minimalist design. 
Perfect as bedside lampshade, over a kitchen 
island or a dining table, in a nursery, entry hall or 
over a patio. 

Sinar rattan lamp has a minimalist and 
natural look. Handcrafted with natural 
rattan, this lamp features vertical rattan 
structure with white-washed rattan in 
herringbone pattern and wicker at the 
bottom. This sinar rattan lamp elevates your 
space with a beautiful finish and elegant 
color combination. Perfect as bedside 
lampshade, over a kitchen island or a dining 
table, in a nursery, entry hall or over a patio. 

Cahaya rattan lamp has a natural and versatile design which makes it ideal for any home decor, 
from coastal to boho and rustic. Made entirely with rattan, its shade features vertical rattan 
structure with the black shade wicker at the bottom which gives perfect accent to the minimalist 
design. Perfect as bedside lampshade, over a kitchen island or a dining table, in a nursery, entry 
hall or over a patio. 

Sinar means light; this collection is designed to 
illuminate and create a warm, calm feeling in your 
room. Made of natural rattan, the pieces from 
Sinar collection gives an earthy look that suits 
any decor. The handwoven rattan shade creates 
a light effect that spreads a warm, calm feeling in 
the room. Beautiful and functional, the lamp from 
this collection also serves as a decorative piece to 
your room.

rattan lamp

rattan lamp

40 x 40 x 51 cm

34 x 34 x 46 cm

material: rattan

material: rattan

15.8 x 15.8 x 20.1 in

13.4 x 13.4 x 18.1 in
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Terang means bright, as this collection consists of pieces that can illuminate your space. 
Handcrafted with natural rattan, this collection is ideal to bring a natural touch to contemporary 
interior. The weaving on the lamp shade allows the light to shine through and create a pattern in 
the room. Explore our beautiful Sinar collection to enhance the atmosphere of your living spaces.

Terang rattan lamp has a natural and fresh look. 
Made with only natural rattan, this lamp features 
vertical rattan structure with black and white 
herringbone weaving as accent. This terang rattan 
lamp gives a natural touch with a modern feel to any 
room. Perfect as bedside lampshade, over a kitchen 
island or a dining table, in a nursery, entry hall or over 
a patio.

terang S E R I E S

STUDIO BALI

41 x 41 x 56 cm material: rattan
16.2 x 16.2 x 22.1 in

rattan lamp
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